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Imagine— . A demonstrably true answer. Any question . The fruit of these three is peace, you may
already know . . consider it. ."—— . our decisions ripple through the universe of consciousness to
impact the lives of all. for the universe, the very essence of life itself, is highly conscious. Every
action, thought, and choice adds to a permanent mosaic;s PrefaceThe universe keeps its breath
as we choose, quick by quick, which pathway to follow;— from Power vs. Force"[A] beautiful
present of writing . . . [You] pass on joy, like, and compassion through everything you write. . .
from the author’"— A lifetime work!what if you had access to a simple yes-or-no response to any
issue you wanted to ask? . especially timely . .— a significant contribution to understanding and
dealing with the issues we face today."— A masterpiece! . . from the ForewordWe think we live by
forces we control, but in reality we are governed by power from unrevealed resources, power
over which we've simply no control. Sam Walton "Overwhelming! Lee Iacocca"I especially
appreciate [the] study and demonstration on the attractor patterns of business . Mom Teresa"."—
Sheldon Offer, President, International University of Applied Kinesiology
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It's hard for me personally to say if this would be a great reference for someone who is new to
these subjects As a tuned hypnotist (giving me personally a beyond average knowledge of the
subconscious, and in my particular training, the superconscious), and anyone who has had
kinesiology used many, often successfully, by numerous alternative doctors over many years, I
found this reserve to be quite profound. It wove many different things I am quite acquainted
with into a very much broader fabric, and deeper understanding - confirming so much that I
know, but carrying it much farther aswell.It's hard for me personally to say if this would be a
great resource for someone who is not used to these subjects. I've always felt that I've the power
over my life, whether it is through manifestation or personal empowerment. I would expect, that
if you are interested enough to have made it as far as reading reviews, it's probably an excellent
pick. Recommend to everyone This probably won't be considered a popular book to numerous
people, but I pray a lot of people do want to read this type of book. It's a spiritual book which
has helped me tremendously to get out of 30 years of despair. Allow yourself to be considered a
gentle, beautiful, effective guidepost. this book is pretty profound. Hawkins teaches from his
findings discussed in this publication. the arguments and conclusions in this book are common if
this is actually the type of theories/beliefs u endorse.. Since I bought this book I've read it several
times . Amazing ty doc Thank you so much, excellent book! Not really a religious book - a study
book - this shows how science and philosophical study are one and the same, and how we can
make choices to greatly improve our lives and outcomes. this book is pretty profound. I
contemplate it a MUST read for everybody. I had those tools to better my life and obtain yes or
no answers. etc Once you've discovered the technique you'll carry within you a navigation gage
for most of life's choices. We all hate to have no choice but yet respect power If you are forcing
anything it is the wrong strategy because you are just creating resentment at the same time. This
book is not for everyone. Most of us hate to have no choice but yet respect power. Well written,
explaining something so important, that everyone should read this! Since I bought this book I've
go through it several times and utilize it as a practical instruction in life. Find out about ENERGY -
the energy of the Universe, how exactly we relate with each other by the energy we exist as, how
exactly we can improve ourselves, and live happier lives in this realm and in the main one we
spread to, by understanding the concepts Dr... This book just gives me even more information
about how exactly to do it, how to muscle test, The levels of consciousness and maps... I've given
away four of them so far, and plan to hand out more, since it is this amazing book.. I very much
enjoyed it and have it in sound form (awful reading by the author, I significantly wish he let
another person examine it for him) and hard copy (ur greatest bet for the present time for easy
go through). (and if you are not really, this book is not for u and I am not here for ur argument) it
really is well-written and pretty easy to read especially following the methodology portion has
ended. I can utilize the subconscious for bettering my life What an interesting read.... arrived
fast.. Helps understanding our person & collective If the movie Inside Out helps us acknowledge
our 5 basic emotions, this reserve helps us acknowledge different levels of energy that we may
never associate with emotions. As a sensitive, it can help me understand different energy types I
obtain from myself in addition to from others. The research behind standing in reality. A must
read in the event that you maintain questioning why we're therefore different in giving an
answer to life! just didn't like the writing style I struggled to complete this book, simply didn't like
the writing style. Sure there's some good info, but Personally i think it could be a lot more
concise. Transformational Brilliant work, updating traditional medicine and psychology into
balance with spiritual reality. For any that question the validity of kinesiology muscle tissue
testing.... Try it with a skilled practitioner. After that read this book again. Living points seek



power and prevent force. Thank you, Ginger Rogers Science of truth A really fascinating read. A
difficult read at first, lots of big, scientific terms, however the author makes amazing sense once
digested. The Standard Fantastic book. A staple in anyone's library!. This book really captured me
and drew me in. However, should you have contact with this vein of believed, this is a fantastic
browse. It teaches the way of discerning if any declaration, book, or historic record is true or
untrue, if something or service is beneficial or a fraud, etc. u dont have to believe in kinesiology
to read it and appreciate its conclusions.com. How exactly to correct this Seem to have an error
message from kindle when We make an effort to access this reserve. At one time I had a
merchant account with a different sign in. gingerrogerswellness@gmail. Recommend this book if
you would like to make use of your power in existence and consider charge! How do you get the
kindle designated to my current account, shopping4ginger@gmail.com? The various other
account is closed. This book is very eye-opening and puts a lot of life’s struggles in perspective.
As a sociable science enthusiast, it helps me acknowledge our collective unconscious (make
reference to Jung's description), as in a town/city or a nation. Currently the most highlighted
publication in my own library and I'm not finished. I'm right now intrigued by the author's other
books..! Superb quality, fast and well packaged shipping, very pleased and will be ongoing to buy,
thank you so much!
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